
LISA NICOLE
I N T U I T I V E  A N G E L  M E D I U M  

ABOUT LISA NICOLE
Lisa Nicole is a Healer & Humanitarian, she is a certified in 

Mind Body Spirit, & Soul Realignment.  Lisa Nicole is also a 

Usui Reiki Master, Akashic 

Reader, Archangel Communicator, Psychic Medium and 

Intuitive Channel. She serves as a teacher, public speaker, 

retreat facilitator, healing professional and mom, and 

whatever else comes her way!.

 

Lisa Nicole is a highly motivational & extremely 

entertaining individual. Who uses her life trials & traumas to 

assist others. She manages to change & transform lives,  

creating healing & shifts , simply by being present. 

 

If you are looking for high class & high vibe, she's the real 

deal. Lisa Nicole delivers straight from the HEART!

START A CONVERSATION:
Do you have an audience that would benefit from 

intuitive guidance? How about straight talk on self 

healing & auto-immune disease? Starting the 

conversation is the pathway to TRUTH & HEALING!

RADIO & INTERVIEW TOPICS

Archangel  Communication & Angel Readings

Thyroid Disease/Auto-Immune Disease & Self Healing 

Death, Grief, Divorce, Sensitive Kids, & much more...

ET Contact & Experiences 

Akashic Reprogramming 

WORKSHOPS, RETREATS, & LARGE GROUPS

Archangel 101: Communication & Divination 

Angelic Healing: Breathwork & Meditation 

Learn to Use Your OWN Intuition & Heal Yourself!

Intuitive Business $ Boost! 

PIRVATE SESSIONS & VIP  GROUPS 

www.lisanicole.net 



LISA NICOLE

Phoenix, Arizona 602-708-4621

lisanicole@lisanicole.net • www.lisanicole.net

TESTIMONIALS
 "Hellooo Lisa!! I hope you are great! It's been quite a journey 

since my session with you. After the session I was so inspired, 

fresh, full of energy. I felt like I was 15 years old! :) Since January 

2nd I've been through open exploratory surgery, first round of 

chemo and  My hair started falling out a few days ago fast .  

 This wednesday starts round two. 

Through all of this crazy, I have felt strong, positive and ready 

to take more "black eyes, if I must" . I really feel our session was 

a big part of giving me strength, grounding and courage 

everyday through this journey. Thank you! Thank you! Thank 

you! xo"
▬ T.G. USA

Hi Lisa! I wanted to THANK  YOU for the amazing healing work 

you did on me last week. I remember thinking I had no idea 

what you were going to do, but I was really open to it. I liked 

that you were guided to start off asking questions with the 

cards. It gave us the opportunity to bring up any issues that 

needed to be released or healed. We got a lot of affirmations 

from spirit with the knocking on the wall. ( That was crazy!! 😀) 

Then it was time for the energy work. You did great work and I 

was so surprised to learn that the feeling I was feeling in my 

solar plexus, was where you were guided to pull the most 

energy. Since my eyes were closed, I had no idea what you 

were doing. I was just relaxed and listening to your voice. We 

ended with more questions with the cards. The experience was 

better than I could have imagined! I was able to release blocks 

that I never even knew existed!! I can not wait to work with you 

again! You certainly have a GIFT and I am going to recommend 

you to all my friends! Looking forward to visiting your beautiful 

healing center again soon!!
▬ Jammie Anderson, Phx, AZ 

 

▬

SPEAKER, 
AUTHOR, HEALER 
&  ENTERTAINER

 WWW.LISANICOLE.NET
    

http://www.lisanicole.net/
https://www.facebook.com/lisanicolelovesyou/

